
	  

Major Pentatonic Scales:  Lesson 1 
 
In the next 4 video lessons we will be looking at and discussing some simple concepts for 
creating grooves and groove solos. 
 
The 4 Lessons will focus on  
 

• Using Major Pentatonic Scales 
• Using the Minor Pentatonic and the Blues Scale 
• Using Approach Notes and targeting Chord Tones in different ways 
• Creating Groove Solos with these concepts 

 
The most common use for this Scale is over a related Major Chord or a Related Dominant 7 
Chord. For example a C Major Pentatonic would sound great over a Cmaj7 or a C7 Chord 
 
Lesson 1 
Using the Major Pentatonic Scales 
As a bass player it’s our job to really hold down the pocket and outline the harmony. 
 
Nothing spells out the harmony better than the Chord Tones of the Chord we are playing 
over. 
 
In these 3 lessons we are going to focus on the Dominant 7 Chord as that’s a great chord 
with lot’s of harmonic possibilities and it’s also a very common Chord to jam over. 
 
Understanding the Chord Tones is a vital part of your development in these fundamental 
skills and in Lesson 2 we will be look at different ways of approaching them in a funky way. 
 
If we only played Chord Tones our bass lines would become very stale very quickly so it’s 
important to have some usable Scales to help ornament your ideas in a musical way.  
 
Using Scales in a musical way can really help makes Bass Lines more memorable and will 
really help you create some hooks. A lot of classic tunes were built off Bass Lines using strong 
Rhythmic and Melodic ideas. 



	  

The Dominant 7 Chord is a great Chord to jam over because there are so many colors you 
can have. 
 
Major Pentatonic Scale  
 
The Major Pentatonic Scale is a great simple Scale that can unlock unlimited ideas. Whether 
you are aware of it or not you have been listening to some of the greatest Bass Lines and 
Bass Fills your entire life using this powerful 5 Note Scale. 
 
Let’s first learn the Scale and get the sound into our ears.  
 
Here is a Fingerboard diagram of the C Major Pentatonic Scale starting on the 3rd Fret of the 
A String. 
 

 
 
Here is the same ascending and descending C Major Pentatonic Scale in notation with a 
fingering pattern. The Letter tells us the String the note is played on and the number above 
tells us which finger to use. 
 

 
 
The first thing I want you to do is just play with this fingering pattern. Try to create simple 
and melodic Bass Lines just in this one position. 
 
Here is an example of a Simple Rhythmic idea pretty much staying within one position.  
 



	  

 
 
In notation form it may look more complicated than it actually is. I’m just using tied notes 
and syncopated rhythm to give the Bass Line some character. 
 
There is a written Fingering pattern written here to help you navigate the notes on your 
fingerboard. 
 
The best way to learn these kinds of bass lines is to really slow the tempo down and clap or 
sing the rhythms first. Feel the groove throughout your body. Once you understand and feel 
the groove without your instrument. When you go to apply it to your bass it will be a lot 
easier.  
 
Once we have this concept together and you can come up with simple melodic ideas it’s 
time to try and learn this Major Pentatonic Scale in different positions. 
 
Here is another Simple Idea using the C Major Pentatonic Scale adding another position. 
 

 
 
The best way to make this concept comfortable is to understand the different positions right 
across the fingerboard. 
 
 
 
 



	  

Start with the C Major Pentatonic Scale and repeat in all keys 
 

• I want you to locate each Scale Degree of the Major Pentatonic Scale on the lowest 
String of your Bass. 

• From each degree I want you to play vertically down all the strings playing all the 
notes available in the Major Pentatonic Scale. 

• Go from your lowest available note all the way to the highest available note across 
your fingerboard. 

• Use the 1 finger per fret rule and only play the notes that span across 4 frets. 
 
There are several benefits for doing this. 
 

• You will develop an awareness of your fingerboard 
• You will develop your ears to really understand and have control of this Scale 
• You will be able to connect positions easily to create Riffs, Licks and Fills 
• You will develop your technique 

 
Here are the Vertical Patterns for the C Major Pentatonic Scale for a 4 String Bass. 
 
Example 1 
C Major Pentatonic Scale 1st Position Starting from the Open E String (E) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Example 2 
C Major Pentatonic Scale 2nd Position Starting from the 3rd Fret (G) 
 

 
 
Example 3 
C Major Pentatonic Scale 3rd Position Starting from the 5th Fret (A) 
 

 
 
Example 4 
C Major Pentatonic Scale 4th Position Starting from the 8th Fret (C) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Example 5  
C Major Pentatonic Scale 5th Position Starting from the 10th Fret (D) 
 

 
 
Example 6  
C Major Pentatonic Scale 6th Position Starting from the 12th Fret (E) 
 

 
 
From here the Pattern continues on the 15th fret (G) using the same fingering pattern as 
Exercise 2. 
 
How do I practice this lesson? 
 

• Have fun and try to combine the positions to create patterns and fills.  
 

• Try to start your Grooves from different Chord Tones found within the Major 
Pentatonic Scale. 

 
• Keep your ideas simple and melodic 

 
• Start at a slow tempo 

 


